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CROSS SECTION PARAMETERIZATION
IN THE RESOLVED RESONANCE REGION CCNF-9210
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Oak Ridge Natipnal Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

! Experimental techniques, methods, and equipment have evolved to provide more accurate
! neutron cross section data with better energy resolution. Keeping pace with those developments

has been a challenge for data analysts; commensurate improvements in analysis tools are
required. In this paper, analysis techniques for neutron time-of-flight data in the resolved
resonance region are discussed, with emphasis on contemporary needs.

1. Introduction

Cross section parameterization in the resolved resonance region is most
accurate with the use of a multilevel multi-channel R-matrix formalism, although in
some cases a more restrictive approximation may provide an acceptable substitute.
Within the evaluations in ENDF/B-VI, a variety of formalisms can be found; single-
and multi-channel Reich-Moore, single and multilevel Breit Wigner, and Adler-Adler
are perhaps the most common. Applications of these formalisms for structural
material evaluations are surveyed in Section 2.1 of this paper. Section 2.2 is devoted
to a discussion of one computational problem that may arise in generating cross
sections from ENDF/B resonance parameters.

In Section 3, specific requirements for analysis programs are discussed.
Analysis of large amounts of data can tax even modern computers unless some
technique (e.g., Bayes' theorem) is used to facilitate analysis of data subsets while
yielding results valid for the entire data set. Simultaneous analysis of several different
types of data can be accomplished in like manner; this is described in Section 3.1.

Data types which analysis programs should be able to handle include (but are
not limited to) transmission, elastic and inelastic scattering, capture, fission, and
angular distribution data, as discussed in Section 3.2. Improved accuracy and
experimental resolution requires improvements in the mathematical descriptions of
the resolution broadening functions used in the analysis as discussed in Section 3.3.
Multiple scattering and other finite-size corrections needed for calculation of many
types of cross sections are discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, results obtained by the
analysis process should include meaningful estimates of uncertainties and correlations
on parameter values, as discussed in Section 3.5.

The multilevel R-matrix analysis code SAMMY1 is used to illustrate one
approach to these problems for medium and heavy nuclei.
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2. Calculation of the cross section

2.1 Parameterizations

ENDF/B-VI2 permits several different formulations for cross section
parameterization: Single-level Breit Wigner (SLBW), multilevel Breit-Wigner
(MLBW), Reich Moore (RM), Adler-Adler (AA), the General R-matrix and the
Hybrid R-function. Table 1 summarizes the parameterizations used in resonance
analyses reported in ENDF/B-VI for the structural materials. Note that the single-
and multilevel Breit Wigner have been most commonly used; recent evaluations,
however, tend toward the more accurate multilevel R-matrix formulations, in
particular to the Reich Moore approximation.

Table 1. Parameterizations used in analyses for some of the structural materials reported in ENDF-
B/VI.
Nucleus

22Ti
23V
24Cr
25Mn
26Fe
27Co
28Ni
29Cu
39Y
40Zr
41Nb
42Mo
72Hf
74W
79Au
82Pb
83Bi

Isotopes

47,48

52,53
55
56,57
59
58,59,60,61,62
63,65
89
90,91,92,94,96
93
95,96
178
184
197
206,207,208

Laboratory

BRC, NNL
ANL-LLNL
ORNL
JAERI.ORNL
ORNL
ANL-LLNL
ORNL
ORNL
ANL-LLNL
BNL
ANL-LLNL
LLNL
SAI
LANL
LANL
ORNL
ANL-LLNL

Date

1977
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1986
1981
70's?
1977
1976
1982
1984
1989
80's

Formalism

pointwise
MLBW
RM
MLBW
RM
MLBW
RM
RM
MLBW
MLBW
SLBW
SLBW
SLBW
MLBW
MLBW
RM
MLBW

Advantages of the SLBW and MLBW are well known: primarily, they are simple
to implement and facilitate use of psi and chi functions for broadening. However,
SLBW is accurate only in situations where interference between levels is neglible;
therefore its utility is limited to regions with well-isolated p- and d-wave resonances.

Figure 1 illustrates the danger inherent in the rather common practice of
reconstructing pointwise cross sections with a formalism different from that used in
the original data analysis, in this case RM. Note that the SLBW yields negative cross
sections. While the MLBW does not produce negative cross sections, it also does not
provide the correct interference between close-lying levels with the same J*. It should
be noted that if the data had originally been analyzed with SLBW or MLBW, the
resulting reconstruction using the same formalism would generally produce cross
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Figure 1. Calculated total cross section for MFe; resonance parameters were obtained from a
RM analysis. The solid line gives the calculated values using Reich Moore, the long dashes
multilevel Breit Wigner, and the short dashes single level Breit Wigner.

sections in closer agreement with experiment than obtained by mixing formalisms.

2 2 Reformulation of Reich Moore approximation

A word of caution is perhaps in order here regarding calculations of cross
sections via the Reich-Moore (or any other) formulation: Computers calculate
exactly what they are programmed to calculate, to the precision with which they are
programmed. If the formulae as given in Appendix D.1.3 of the ENDF-B/VI manual2

are programmed directly, it is possible that unexpected results may be obtained.3

Equation (2) on page D.8 of that manual defines the cross sections in terms of a
quantity p, which is given by

p = I-(I-K)'1 (1)

where I is the identity matrix and K is defined in terms of the resonance parameters.
For small energies K varies directly with the square root of the energy. Thus the
expression (I-K) is of the form (1-e), where e is small relative to 1; the inverse of
(/-AT) then is approximately (1+e), so the evaluation of p involves small differences
of large numbers.

An equivalent, but less error-prone, formulation is to rewrite p as

(2)p = (I-K)-\I-K) - (I- "1 (/-*>/) = -(I- K.

and write coding for this equation rather than for the original given in the
ENDF/B-VI manual. Users of SAMMY may choose to use either this or the original
formulation.



3. Requirements for Analysis Programs

3.1. Simultaneous Analysis

Recent studies have shown the benefit of concurrent analyses of different types
of data. For example, the 58Ni analysis of C. M. Perey et al.4 considers transmission,
differential elastic scattering, and capture measurements; all three types of data were
needed to obtain neutron and capture widths as well as spins and parities of the
resonances. Transmission data provide information on the neutron widths of most
resonances, though resonances with very small neutron widths are seen most easily
in capture measurements. Capture data also provide information on the gamma
widths. Differential elastic scattering cross sections are used to determine spins and
parities for (>0 resonances.

In the "ideal" situation, one would use the same (or at least compatible) codes
for analysis of each data set, using the output from analysis of one data set as input
for subsequent analyses. That is, one would use a generalized-least-squares fitting
procedure (such as Bayes' method, used in SAMMY1) which would permit transfer
of information from one analysis to the next. Using a procedure like this for pseudo-
simultaneous (actually sequential) analyses yields results comparable to what one
would get with a truly simultaneous fit (subject to certain limitations on linearity,
computer word size, etc.).

A simple example serves to illustrate how this works: Fig. 2a shows the fission
cross section for 39Pu5. Suppose this data set could not all be analyzed at once, but
instead had to be broken into the two separate pieces shown in the figure. By using
the output parameter values and covariance matrix from the analysis of the first
region as input to the analysis of the second region, results are obtained which are
indistinguishable within the data uncertainties from those obtained by analyzing the
entire data set at once, or by analyzing the second region prior to the first.

The same is true for a four-part division such as that shown in Fig. 2b,
provided judicious choices are made for the division points and for the order in which
the various pieces are to be analyzed. One would not, for example, choose a division
point along the sharp rise of a resonance, or analyze first a flat region which contains
information only about contributions from far-away levels and hard sphere scattering.

The obvious method of testing the validity of such a "broken" analysis is to re-
analyze the entire region at once. However, if this were practical one would not have
divided the data into regions to begin with! To test validity in a more realistic case,
simply make other choices for division points and/or ordering of the partial analyses,
and repeat the analysis.

Clearly in the simple example just considered, one would not analyze the data
in four (or even two) separate pieces. However, it is often necessary to do exactly
that: either there are simply too many data points, or there are too many kinds of
data.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Fig. 2. ^ u fission data of Weston and Todd5. Part a shows the SAMMY fit obtained by
analyzing first the region below 12.50 eV, followed by analysis of the higher-energy region. Part
b shows the fit obtained by analyzing the four separate regions in the order shown. Results from
analyzing in 1, 2, or 4 regions are virtually indistinguishable within the data uncertainties.

An ongoing analysis of silicon, for example, involves at least seven distinct
measurements: four measurements of total cross sections for natural silicon, plus
measurements of ^Si oxide and ^Si oxide total cross sections and inelastic scattering
from ^Si. Also, isotopic thermal capture and elastic values are available. An analysis
program to fit all of these simultaneously would have to be rewritten for every
application, and rerun whenever new data became available. Instead, we use the
more attractive alternative of sequential fitting via SAMMY while communicating
information obtained from earlier analyses. This yields final results which are
equivalent to those which would be obtained from the truly simultaneous analysis, if
it were practical to do.

3.2 Data Types and Corresponding Analysis Codes

In the ^Ni study of Perey et al. alluded to above, three separate computer
codes were used for the analysis. Capture data were analyzed with the code LSFIT,
written by R. L. MackJin.6 Transmission data were analyzed with SAMMY, written
by this author.1 Differential elastic cross sections were compared to calculations
made by the code RFUNC, written by F. G. Perey.7 Three separate codes were
required because no one code was capable of analyzing the three different kinds of
data. Unfortunately, input and output from the three codes are not mutually
compatible. However, work is in progress to upgrade one of the codes (SAMMY)
to correct this situation, so that future analyses wil] not be similarly hampered.

The capability of analyzing differential elastic scattering data is now available
in SAMMY, for samples of arbitrary spin. Finite-size corrections are included in
appproximate fashion (comparable to that in RFUNC7): Incident-neutron
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Figure 3.. SAMMY fit lo preliminary differential scattering data on 14N at 55 and 90 degrees. The
solia curve represents the d7/2 fit and the dashed curve represents the f7/2.

attenuation is described by multiplication of the differential scattering cross sections
by the factor (exp -n, a^E)), where Oj(E) is the Doppler broadened total cross
section at laboratory energy E, and n, is a free parameter whose initial value is half
the thickness of the multiplicative exponential of the form exp(-n0 Oj(E'))\ the total
cross section used here is evaluated at the laboratory energy of the scattered neutron,
and has been resolution-broadened to compensate for the finite size of the detectors.
The thickness n0 is a free parameter whose value can be chosen to crudely account
for multiple-scattering effects.

As illustration, a fit to preliminary 14N differential elastic scattering data of
J. A- Harvey et al.8 is shown in Fig. 4. Here the sample is spin 1, the 433-keV
resonance is known from high-resolution transmission measurements9 to be J = 7/2.
Analysis of the differential elastic data suggests that this resonance has f of 2 rather
than 3, since f=3 does not provide the correct angular distribution to reproduce the
data.

In addition to transmission, differential elastic, and capture data, analysis codes
should be applicable to fission, inelastic scattering, integral elastic scattering, and any
other neutron reactions that experimentalists choose to measure in the resonance
region.

3.3 Resolution Broadening

The excellent energy resolution of many of the recent resonance region
experiments has led to refinement in the resolution-broadening techniques in analysis
codes. The original resolution-broadening functions available in SAMMY were
Gaussian, exponential, and a convolution of the two; these are not capable of
properly describing many conditions found in ORELA and other data. Therefore,
a "realistic" broadening function has been added, which attempts to correctly describe
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Fig. 4. Components of the realistic resolution function in SAMMY. Part a shows the chi-square
distribution describing the contribution to the resolution function from the water moderator,
short dashes are appropriate for energies near 100 eV, long dashes near 1 keV, and the solid
curve for energies near 10 keV. Part b shows the contribution from the tantalum target, and part
c from the lithium glass neutron detector. The functions are normalized so that the area under
each curve is unity.

contributions to the resolution function both from the neutron production/moderation
in the target and from the neutron detector. M. C. Moxon's single-channel Reich
Moore code REFIT10 has a similar realistic resolution function.

SAMMY's "Oak Ridge Resolution Function" is the convolution of relatively
simple analytic functions describing the various components of the resolution
function. The electron burst from the accelerator is modeled as a square function
in time, as is the time-of-flight channel width (although that width can change in
different time-of-flight regions). The resolution due to the water moderator part of
the neutron-producing target is closely approximated by a chi-square distribution11

(see Fig. 4a); alternatively the resolution function contribution for neutrons coming
directly from the tantalum target has a more complicated (but still manageable) form
shown in Fig. 4b. The resolution function appropriate for a plastic scintillator proton
recoil detector is approximated by a decaying exponential, and the resolution function
for a lithium glass neutron detector is shown in Fig. 4c.

The resulting "total" resolution function is a convolution of the four
components described above. The result can appear highly non-Gaussian and non-
exponential, depending on values of parameters in the various components.
Examples are shown in Fig. 5.

3.4 Finite-Size Corrections for Capture

Capture cross section data are perhaps the most difficult data for an
experimentalist to analyze, because multiple-scattering corrections introduce
considerable complications. The ̂ Ni analysis discussed above made use of R. L.
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Figure 5. Realistic resolution function for water moderator with lithium-glass detector (part a) and
for tantalum target with liquid scintillator detector (part b).

Macklin's code LSFIT6 for the capture analysis. Although this code has been used
for many years, advances in experimental techniques have outpaced development of
the analysis procedures in LSFIT. Approximations that once gave results accurate
within experimental errors do so no longer in many cases; in particular, the multiple-
scattering corrections are not sufficiently accurate.

More refined methods of calculating multiple-scattering corrections are
therefore now being implemented within SAMMY. The procedure, developed by
F. G. Perey, is to assume a precise geometry for the sample (a flat circular disk held
perpendicular to the neutron beam) and, within that geometry, to calculate the single-
scattering correction exactly including the correct angular distribution and double-
scattering approximately. Comparison of results obtained from calculations via this
procedure with results obtained via Monte-Carlo calculations are shown in Fig. 6.
Generally, results appear more-or-less insensitive to the radius of the sample.

3.5 Uncertainties and Correlations

As nuclear design applications have progressed to using sensitivity analysis,
uncertainties in nuclear parameters have become an important part of such analyses.
Formats for resonance parameter uncertainties have been developed and refined.
A complete resonance parameter analysis must now include uncertainties and
correlations among parameters. Obtaining correct values for these quantities requires
that the experimental data which is input to the analysis also include good estimates
of uncertainties and correlations.

This is where difficulties often arise. Most reported "experimental data" is not
actually raw data, but has been subjected to an extensive data reduction procedure
including such operations as background subtraction and normalization. Such data
reduction operations introduce correlations among the data points, and the resultant
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Figure 6. Comparison of results obtained from "exact" numerical calculations (solid line) with results
obtained via Monte-Carlo calculations (+). The curve represents the probability of capture following
a single scattering.

covariance matrix is very large (N x N, where N is the number of data points).
Storage and manipulation of such large arrays is beyond the capabilities of many
computers, and/or of the computer programs employed to analyze the data. The
"standard" solutions until recently have been to give covariances for binned cross
sections or even to ignore the problem and use only the diagonal portion of the
covariance matrix in the analysis codes.

An alternative approach (one which is actually correct in all cases!) is to
include the data-reduction operations within the analysis itself. That is, instead of (or,
perhaps, in addition to) subtracting background from and normalizing the data, one
can normalize and add background to the theoretical calculation. In addition to
eliminating the need for a very large data covariance matrix, this procedure has the
advantage that values and uncertainties for the data reduction parameters can be
refined during the course of the resonance analysis.

SAMMY is moving is this direction; a constant normalization, and several
specific types of energy-dependent backgrounds, are options currently available to be
added to the theoretical calculation in SAMMY. Another option available in that
code (but, alas, not yet used extensively) is to include data-reduction parameters for
which the user supplies the necessary partial derivatives.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

Modern data analysis techniques in the resolved resonance region require the
use of (1) accurate approximations to multi-channel, multilevel R-matrix theory
(notably, the Reich-Moore approximation), (2) sophisticated and realistic resolution
broadening functions, (3) careful calculations of finite-size effects, (4) statistical



procedures (such as Bayes' method) which permit incorporation of prior information
and pseudo-simultaneous analysis of different types of data, and (5) inclusion of data
reduction parameters such as normalization and background in the data analysis
process. Analysts should exercise great care in using computer codes not utilizing
these techniques, to see that approximations used in those codes are adequate for the
data being analyzed.

While RM is allowed in ENDF/B-VI for structural as well as fissionable
materials, many important materials still have SLBW and MLBW resonance
parameters. These evaluations should be reviewed to see if the analysis is adequate.

Further development of new data reduction/analysis techniques as outlined in
this paper will provide meaningful uncertainties and correlations among resonance
parameters in a concise, useful manner.
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